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Identifying endangered species
from footprints
Zoe Jewell and Sky Alibhai
A technique that analyzes images of animal footprints provides reliable
data on endangered wildlife populations and individuals.
To protect endangered species and understand extinction
threats, we need effective monitoring techniques. Biologists have
documented around one million species, which represent only
1–10% of all those on earth. Less quantified, however, is how
human activity elevates local extinction rates, particularly in
vulnerable endemic populations.1 Furthermore, existing methods for monitoring are variable in effectiveness. One approach
is to attach telemetry devices to wildlife,2 but this can have
negative effects on the animal, inducing pathological stress,3
altered behavior,4 and reduced female fertility.5 Such invasive
approaches are also costly and rarely involve local communities,
whose commitment to the conservation project is essential. We
need low-cost, non-invasive, and community-friendly monitoring techniques for sustainable and effective conservation, without negative impacts.
Technology is providing new methods for wildlife observation. The use of remote cameras,6 tracking patterns in
vocalization7 and coat,8 and analyzing DNA from feces and
hair9 are all valuable in identifying individuals but can have a
limited range of application, low accuracy, and high cost. Footprints, by contrast, are ubiquitous on suitable substrates, cheap
to collect, and can provide good biometric markers. Some scientists have identified small numbers of captive individuals from
footprints, but have had difficulty scaling up the work for larger
numbers, in classifying at different levels, and in applying the
technique to wild populations.10–12
We worked for many years with expert trackers in Africa and
observed their accuracy in identifying individuals from footprints along trails in the bush. To translate their techniques for
modern technology we needed a robust analytical tool, capable of effective discrimination on the basis of species, individual, sex, and age-class. There are several levels of complexity
in footprint identification. Every species has a unique footprint
anatomy, and every individual of a species a unique footprint.

Figure 1. Left hind tiger footprints in different substrates, which are
ubiquitous and provide good biometric markers. (Photo courtesy of
WildTrack.)
In addition, every footprint produced by an individual is also
unique because of the substrate (see Figure 1), gait, weather conditions, and terrain. A model incorporating these variables must
minimize the considerable variation in footprints produced
by an individual, while maximizing the variation that occurs
between one individual and another.
Using our footprint identification technique (FIT), we take a
series of digital images along several different trails, according
to a standardized photo protocol. We place a metric ruler on the
horizontal and left axes of the footprint, and an information slip
recording global positioning system, date, photographer, and
track number near the ruler (see Figure 2). We import the image
into JMP Software (SAS Institute) and manually place landmarks
at specific anatomical points on the image. A JMP script takes
more than 120 measurements of areas, lengths, and angles from
the footprint.13 We extract the variables that provide best classification using stepwise selection, and compare the trails using a
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customized model, based on a cross-validated pairwise discriminant analysis, with Ward’s clustering technique. This presents
individual identification through a cluster dendrogram (or tree
diagram). Discriminant analysis alone provides sex, age-class,
and species,13 and our technique gives accuracy rates of greater
than 90% in determining these characteristics.
FIT identifies each species initially by an algorithm extracted
from a training set drawn from captive animals. We then apply this algorithm to a free-ranging population. In a short video
available online,14 we show the process of collecting footprints
from captive and free-ranging Amur tigers (see Figure 3). Using large, thoroughly validated training sets, and by testing with
subsets of known free-ranging individual animals, we can successfully demonstrate the technique’s use for identifying wild as
well as captive animals.
We have adapted FIT for several species, including black
rhino, white rhino, Amur tiger, Bengal tiger, polar bear, cougar,
cheetah, Baird’s tapir, lowland tapir, and several small mammals
at species level. We are writing the first general release of FIT
software in JMP (FIT v.1) to incorporate variable extraction, data
analytics, and mapping options. This will provide a complete
tool for biologists to monitor endangered species.

Figure 3. Amur tiger, tracked in northeast China. (Photo courtesy of
WWF China.)
The expert positioning of landmark points on footprints is
the most accurate method, to date, for classifying individuals
and is still the gold standard in similar fields, such as medical
imaging. However, our quest continues for an automated feature
extraction that is accurate, cost-effective, and fieldworthy. Structured lighting,15 polynomial texture mapping,16 and invariant
moment approaches17 could potentially provide accurate automated feature extraction, but have yet to match the accuracy of
manual segmentation. With North Carolina State University and
Tom Malzbender,16 we are exploring a new approach, using a
Kinect motion sensor camera, possibly in conjunction with structured lighting techniques, to generate a depth map. Our aim is to
produce a fast, cheap, reliable, and user-friendly tool for wildlife
conservationists to monitor endangered species using footprints.
Meanwhile, we remain humbled by the extraordinary tracking
skills that evolved with our ancestors thousands of years ago.
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Figure 2. Amur tiger left hind footprint in snow. Photographs of footprints are imported into software that analyzes anatomical markers.
(Photo courtesy of Jiayin Gu.)
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